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Teen & Young-adult #1 bestseller- Nov.
2015 The very first instance of a haunted
house story making me cry. - Reviewer
True love will never die. Go on a
mysterious adventure with Wade and Mira
Cullen, two teenagers who stumbled upon
a house with a troubled history and a
wandering soul. Thirteen-year-old Mira is
very unhappy at home. She hates the way
her emotionally unavailable father treats
her mother -- a woman who practically
worships the ground he walks on. But
things are about to change. One day, Mira
and her brother Wade head out to explore a
large, wooded area near their home. They
are unaware that their innocent adventure
would open up the bowels of history in a
most uncanny way. Shortly after their
exploration, an uninvited guest invades
their personal space. Unsure of what to do,
Mira turns to the one source that is bound
to have all the answers--a rather unlikely
source.The Plot:A Plantation owner / Slave
masterForbidden
romance
/
Illicit
affairsBetrayalA
brutal
historyAn
unexpected visitorParanormal activity
Welcome to the strange world of the
Cullen family. Next book in this
stand-alone series is Revenge of Cornelius
where you meet adorable six-year-old,
Rosie, who sees a tall, friendly man, but
doesnt realize that shes in the pathway of
an angry ghost with revenge on his mind.
Enjoy!
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